Parvovirus uncoating in vitro reveals a mechanism of DNA release without capsid disassembly and striking differences in encapsidated DNA stability.
The uncoating mechanism of parvoviruses is unknown. Their capsid robustness and increasing experimental data would suggest an uncoating mechanism without capsid disassembly. We have developed an in vitro system to detect and quantify viral DNA externalization and applied the assay on two parvoviruses with important differences in capsid structure, human B19 and minute virus of mice (MVM). Upon briefly treating the capsids to increasing temperatures, the viral genome became accessible in its full-length in a growing proportion of virions. Capsid disassembly started at temperatures above 60 degrees C for B19 and 70 degrees C for MVM. For both viruses, the externalization followed an all-or-nothing mechanism, without transitions exposing only a particular genomic region. However, the heat-induced DNA accessibility was remarkably more pronounced in B19 than in MVM. This difference was also evident under conditions mimicking endosomal acidification (pH 6.5 to 5), which triggered the externalization of B19-DNA but not of MVM-DNA. The externalized ssDNA was a suitable template for the full second-strand synthesis. Immunoprecipitation with antibodies against conformational epitopes and quantitative PCR revealed that the DNA externalized by heat was mostly dissociated from its capsid, however, the low pH-induced DNA externalization of B19 was predominantly capsid-associated. These results provide new insights into parvovirus uncoating suggesting a mechanism by which the full-length viral genome is released without capsid disassembly. The remarkable instability of the encapsidated B19 DNA, which is easily released from its capsid, would also explain the faster heat inactivation of B19 when compared to other parvoviruses.